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The message from all sides is that IR35 remains the most important decision to be made.

We have the advent of the Onshore Intermediaries legislation and the requirement for ‘relevant intermediaries’ to make 
returns to HMRC on Personal Service Companies they have paid gross, the recent reaffirmation from HMRC and Government 
that IR35 remains a very much needed deterrent and the 2015 budget announcement aiming to remove the right to claim 
relief for travel and subsistence from umbrella company users and PSC users where there is ‘broadly’ supervision, direction and 
control by the third party that uses the worker.
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New HMRC reporting requirements for some PSCs

• A “relevant intermediary” is typically an agency BUT 
will also include a Personal Service Company (PSC) 
where there is more than one fee earner being supplied 
to a client. This would not affect the case of a spouse 
engaged for administrative duties but will include cases 
where the PSC has used sub-contractors or substitutes 
or where there is more than one fee earner.

• The PSC will therefore have to make reports to 
HMRC and failure to do so or to make such reports late 
will incur penalties.

• The first reports covering April to June 2015 need to 
be made by 5 August 2015. 

• Because of this new reporting requirement agencies 
are starting to collect additional personal information 
on PSC workers including National Insurance numbers 
(NINOs) and Unique Tax Reference numbers (UTRs). 
If the NINO is not provided they will seek details of 
gender and date of birth.

• Start and end dates of the engagement and full 
details of the amounts paid and whether or not VAT 
was charged are also required.

• PSC PAYE reference numbers will also be collected.

See www.gov.uk/government/publications/employment-
intermediaries-reporting-requirements.

Actions to consider

• To identify and alert PSCs with more than one 
fee earner or those known to use sub-contractors 
or substitutes.

• To advise clients of the level of information being 
reported to HMRC by agencies.
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IR35 Forum Update and Administrative Review Report

IR35 Forum Update

The IR35 Forum has had further meetings and completed 
their review report on the new administration of IR35. 
It is clear that some commentators were expecting 
wholesale changes but this was never going to happen, 
as the IR35 legislation has not changed.

Key points from the review:

IR35 Letters

Rather than bury an IR35 enquiry in a Compliance 
Review, we now have complete transparency, with 
the letter directly referring to IR35 and giving the 
opportunity for the individual to state at the outset 
how they have considered and dealt with IR35.

No More BETs

There were fears that BETs would be manipulated and 
would be of no benefit to contractors. The decision has 
been made to withdraw them along with the IR35 Case 
Scenarios. BETs set to be phased out from April 2015.
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IR35 Awareness and Guidance

The HMRC IR35 guidance has improved vastly and it 
is now possible to find out about IR35 without needing 
any prior knowledge. Despite many commentators 
claiming that most contractors know about IR35, 
this is clearly not the case, as evidenced in the House 
of Lords enquiry into the use of PSC’s. Of the new 
IR35 investigations picked up by Bauer & Cottrell in 
December 2014, there were 3 cases where contractors 
had never heard of IR35 despite one contracting for 
12 years. This is a very important issue and we are 
pleased that HMRC has taken on board most of our 
recommendations in this area.

Much more to do

As the review shows, there is still a lot more to 
do especially in respect of HMRC’s approach to 
Compliance and IR35 enquiries. These started well 
but there is evidence that HMRC is slipping into some 
of its old ways and a lack of consistency of approach 
is apparent across the HMRC specialist teams. A 
key ongoing issue is the perceived lack of trust in the 
confidentiality of HMRC’s IR35 Helpline and Contract 
Review service. HMRC has agreed to look again at the 
whole issue and how best to assist contractors.

IR35 Forum Update and Administrative Review Report
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£60 per annum = the cost to the taxpayer of IR35

HMRC has published the Administrative Burden 
of IR35 and the cost of abolishing it. The document 
doubles as a response to the House of Lords Select 
Committee on the use of Personal Service Companies.

• Total amount protected = £550 Million

• Total admin burden - £15.9 Million

HMRC has backed up the figures presented from 
various sources and research. As with any data of this 
kind, there are many assumptions being made and the 
publication has attracted criticism. However, the key 
messages are that HMRC has repeated the £550M 
figures given to the House of Lords, as the cost of 
abolishing IR35 and established a low figure for the 
cost of compliance.

See www.gov.uk/government/publications/ir35-estimating-the-administrative-burden.
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Inside IR35 = no more travel and subsistence?
Budget 2015 announced that the Government will 
now consult on proposals to restrict tax relief for 
travel and subsistence for workers engaged through 
employment intermediaries such as umbrella 
companies or PSCs where the worker is ‘broadly’ 
under the supervision, direction and control of a third 
party. Any changes made will be effective from 6 April 
2016.

By including PSCs in this proposal it is clear that HMRC 
is seeking to stem any flood of umbrella users moving 
to PSCs. The consultation is due to be published in 
June with the usual 12 week consultation period.

This is not guaranteed to go ahead as planned, not 
least because of the election coming up.

If it does, it will of course make the IR35 decision even 
more important and it will be even harder telling those 
with engagements inside IR35 that no T&S relief is 
due.

Actions to consider

• Respond to the HMRC Consultation.

• Include this possibility in discussions with clients 
especially new clients.
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Bauer & Cottrell IR35 investigation cases
Public Sector

60% of the IR35 investigation cases we are currently 
working are with the end client being in the Public 
Sector. The Government has published its second 
report on the use of contractors in the Public Sector 
and as they say, this is the ‘second evaluation of rules 
designed to ensure that those working as temporary 
government contractors are meeting their tax 
obligations’. This report shows that the MOD has 
been fined £1M for failing to seek assurances and the 
Department of Health (NHS England) has been fined 
£470,740 for having two of its board members off-
payroll. The fines have been donated to charity.

The focus remains on the Public Sector and we are 
pleased to report that we have recently won two cases 
with the end client being well known departments. 
In one case the contractor has always taken his IR35 
position seriously and he was covered under the Bauer 

& Cottrell Contractor Guardian Plus service (CGP), 
where we build the compliance history by reviewing 
all contracts and working practices entered into and 
under CGP we defended his case for free.

General issues on our current IR35 
investigations

• HMRC is gathering an enormous amount of 
information and in some cases are contacting the end 
client and even the end client’s client.

• It is clear that if you can demonstrate that IR35 
has been carefully considered prior to the HMRC 
investigation i.e. working practices have been 
thoroughly reviewed and properly considered the 
investigation can be concluded very quickly with less 
stress for your clients.
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Time to consider moving from umbrella to PSC 
for some?

We are already seeing changes taking place in the market and there are clearly contractors within the Umbrella 
sector who could operate outside IR35.

However, PSC option might not be suitable for all contractors as there will be additional administrative burdens as 
well as statutory obligations regardless of your IR35 status.

Please contact K&B Accountancy Group on 0207 
078 0211 for further information or if you would like 
to look into your options.
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Summary
There has never been a better time to take IR35 seriously. This is no time for contractors to keep their heads down, 
especially if they provide their services through agencies or any other employment intermediary, as HMRC will 
shortly have a mine of information about everyone at their fingertips.
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About the author
Bauer & Cottrell is staffed by ex-Contributions Agency/HMRC inspectors with vast experience of all aspects of 
HMRC Employer Compliance work and the management of HMRC compliance teams.

Kate Cottrell, Director of Bauer & Cottrell, sits on the OTS (Office of Tax Simplification) team and on the IR35 Forum 
which is advising on and monitoring HMRC’s improvements to IR35. She was recently tasked with the review of 
IR35.
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Our packages
Choose from our Essential IR35 Package, Essential Plus Package, or Premier Package to receive the following 
professional contract review services from our associates Bauer & Cottrell:

• Unlimited IR35 contract reviews as part of Bauer & Cottrell’s Contractor Guardian Plus service, which will defend 
your case from the initial stages, to tribunal stage, at no extra charge to you.

• Free negotiation service for appropriate changes to your contract.

• Free IR35 HMRC investigation defence up to Tax Tribunal (does not include the costs associated with a Tax Tribunal 
hearing).

Don’t forget, if you have any questions or queries 
about IR35 or the services and packages we offer, 
get in touch with our dedicated accountants on 
0207 078 0211. Lines are open Monday to Friday, 
from 9am to 16pm.



FURTHER INFORMATION 
 
Contact us 
If you would like more information on the services provided by K&B Accountancy Group, 
please don’t hesitate to get in touch with one of our friendly consultants. 
 
K&B Accountancy Group 
10th Floor, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5AA 
Tel: 020 7078 0211 | Fax: 020 7719 0211 
www.kbaccountancygroup.com | admin@kbaccountancygroup.com 
 
Keep updated with us 
If you’re interested in finding out more about K&B Accountancy Group, 
come and see what we’re up to on social media:
 
 @KBAccountancy 
 /KBAccountancyGroup 
 /k&baccountancygroup

K&B Accountancy Group is the trading name of Kingsley Hamilton Limited, company registration number: 07701935
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